The initiation of intergranular corrosion at various types of grain boundaries (GBs) was studied at the nanometer scale on microcrystalline copper in 1 mM HCl aqueous solution. In situ Electrochemical Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (ECSTM) and Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction analysis of the same local microstructural region were combined using an innovative methodology including micro marking performed with the STM tip. The results demonstrate that electrochemically-induced intergranular dissolution, at the surface termination of GBs, is dependent on the grain boundary character. It is found that random high angle boundaries as well as 9 coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries are susceptible to nanoscale initiation of intergranular corrosion while for 3 CSL boundaries the behavior is dependent on the deviation angle of the GB plane from the exact orientation. For the 3 twins, a transition from resistance to susceptibility occurs between 1° and 1.7° of deviation as a result of the increase of the density of steps (i.e. misorientation dislocations) in the coincidence boundary plane. The work emphasizes the precision needed in the design of the grain boundary network in applications where intergranular corrosion or its initiation must be controlled at the nanoscale.
Introduction
Most technical metallic materials, including the newly developed microcrystalline and nanocrystalline metals with specific properties [1] [2] [3] [4] , are polycrystals and expose at their surface an extensive amount of grains joined by a grain boundary (GB) network. Their durability in aggressive environments is sometimes limited by intergranular corrosion that degrades the GB network first at the surface and then penetrates in the sub-surface and propagates to jeopardize the integrity of the entire microstructure. Grain boundary engineering aims at improving the behavior of polycrystalline materials towards phenomena such as intergranular corrosion, sensitization and crack propagation, by controlling the GB network characteristics. This is a challenging task in terms of process development but also scientifically since the design of the most resistive GB network requires an improved understanding of the relation between GB character and the local properties of corrosion resistance at the surface sites where the grain boundaries emerge, including in the initial stages of corrosion before penetration in the sub-surface region and propagation.
Previous studies have discussed how intergranular corrosion relates to the GB character and GB energy, based on micrographic and microscopic characterization of GB engineered materials submitted to intergranular sub-surface penetrating attack [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . High angle grain boundaries are classified as more reactive because of their higher energy compared to low angle GBs. Low angle GBs can be described by a network of edge dislocations (or steps) in the GB plane for a misorientation angle not exceeding 15°. Among the high angle GBs, some can be described by a coincidence site lattice (CSL) and labeled Σn with 1/n defining the fraction of lattice sites in common in the two grains. These CSL grain boundaries, especially the low  3 ones, i.e. those with a high fraction of common lattice sites, have lower energies and are socalled "special" when they resist degradation as opposed to the high  ones and random high angle grain boundaries [6, 8, 10, [13] [14] [15] 17] . Among the low  boundaries, there are the Σ3 boundaries or twins which are most common in face centered cubic materials such as copper.
It has been reported that the Σ3 and only partially the Σ9 boundaries would resist to intergranular corrosion [8, 11, 14, 15, 17] . Moreover, the Σ3 twins can be coherent or incoherent depending on the specific orientation of the GB plane and it has been reported that only the 3 coherent twins (with a {111}-oriented GB plane) would better resist intergranular corrosion [7, 15] .
Electro-Chemical Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (ECSTM) allows studying, locally and with high resolution, in situ electrochemically-induced alterations of the topmost surface of metallic materials. On copper, it has been classically applied to single-crystal surfaces by several groups in order to study corrosion and passivation in various electrolytes at the nanometer and atomic scales [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . More recently, ECSTM was applied to microcrystalline copper to investigate in situ local active dissolution and local passivation properties at the surface termination of grain boundaries in metals [37] [38] [39] [40] . Dissolution in the active state [37] as well as transient dissolution during passivation [38, 40] were found weaker at the GB edges assigned to coherent twin boundaries than at other GB edges assigned to random or other CSL boundaries. These studies were, however, limited by the absence of detailed characterization of the GB character of the local sites where corrosion could be measured at the nanoscale by ECSTM.
Here, we report developments by which we are able to combine local topographic analysis at the nanoscale at the surface termination of grain boundaries by ECSTM under electrochemical control with local microstructural analysis of the GB character by Electron Back-Scatter 4 diffraction (EBSD). An innovative micro marking method has been developed to allow repositioning and measurement of the same local area with both techniques. This combined analytical approach was applied, for the first time to our knowledge, for a comparative study of the initial stages of intergranular corrosion in the active state at and along various types of grain boundaries.
Experimental
Samples of microcrystalline copper obtained by cryogenic rolling of high-purity cast electrolytic tough pitch (ETP-) Cu were used [20, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Annealing was limited to 1 min at 200 °C to ensure full recrystallization while preserving a suitable grain size and grain boundary density for the STM field of view as confirmed by EBSD [37, 38] . No preferential grain orientation, i.e. a nearly random texture, was obtained [38] and 66% of the GB length corresponded to ∑3 CSL boundaries, the other 34% being random boundaries for the most part [37, 38] . Mechanical polishing with diamond spray down to a final grade of 0.25 μm was applied for surface preparation, followed by electrochemical polishing in 66% orthophosphoric acid at 3 V for 15 s versus a copper counter electrode in order to remove the cold work layer.
ECSTM analysis was performed with an Agilent Technologies system (PicoSPM base, STM S scanner, PicoScan 2100 controller, PicoStat bi-potentiostat and Picoscan software). The ECSTM cell, its cleaning and tip preparation have been detailed elsewhere [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Two Pt wires served as pseudo reference electrode and counter electrode and a Viton O-ring delimited a working electrode area of 0.16 cm 2 . All potentials reported hereafter are relative to the standard hydrogen electrode (V/SHE). Tips were prepared from 0.25 mm diameter tungsten wire by electrochemical etching and covered with Apiezon wax. 5 The electrolyte was a non-deaerated 1 mM HCl(aq) aqueous solution (pH 3) prepared from ultrapure HCl and Millipore water (resistivity > 18 MΩ cm). In order to avoid any uncontrolled dissolution, the samples were exposed to the electrolyte at -0. After this cathodic reduction pre-treatment, images of the microcrystalline copper surface in the metallic state were taken at -0.55 V/SHE for localization of grain boundaries of interest.
Afterwards, anodic dissolution was forced by cycling (0.2 V s -1 ) the potential first up to an anodic apex at a current density of about 30 to 50 μA cm −2 then backward to the cathodic apex of -0.68 V/SHE and finally upward to the initial value of -0.55 V/SHE. This step was repeated several times and new ECSTM images of the surface were taken at this potential every two cycles after up to 6 dissolution/redeposition cycles. During electrochemical treatment, the STM tip was kept engaged but not scanning the surface, so as to record the very same area of interest after cycling. The local evolution of the topography could thus be followed after electrochemical cycling. The STM images were acquired in the constant current mode. No filtering was used and the recorded images were processed with the Gwyddion software [48] .
At the end of the ECSTM experiments, the STM tungsten tip was used to make micro marks on the surface so as to enable precise repositioning for local analysis of the same area of interest by EBSD. After recording the last STM image, scanning was interrupted from the surface but 6 the tip was kept engaged. Using the X and Y piezo scanners, the tip was positioned at one of the four corners of the STM field of view (10 × 10 µm 2 ). Then, the stepper motor of the microscope controlling the Z displacement of the sample was activated so as to indent the surface with the tip. This was done by displacing the sample 1 to 2 µm towards the tip. Next, the tip was displaced using the full range ( 
Results and discussion

Macroscopic electrochemical behavior and relation with GB network
The macroscopic electrochemical behavior of microcrystalline copper in 1 mM HCl(aq) was characterized by cyclic voltammetry in the ECSTM cell ( Figure 1 ). Figure 1 (a) shows a CV started at -0.35 V/SHE in the metallic state obtained after reduction of the air-formed native oxide. For E > -0.25 V/SHE, the increase of the anodic current is assigned to the anodic copper dissolution reaction ( (0) → ( ) + − ) since no stable copper oxide is formed in these acidic conditions (pH 3) [49, 50] . In the reverse scan, a cathodic peak is observed at -0.17 V/SHE. It is assigned to the reductive deposition of dissolved copper as observed on single crystals [22, 23, 26, 28, 30, 36] . At lower potentials, a cathodic peak is observed at -0.56 V/SHE in the potential range for adsorption/desorption of chlorides, as previously discussed for single crystals [22, 23, 26, 28, 30, 36] . One obtains values of 0.08 and 0.24 nm after 2 and 4 cycles, respectively. After 4 cycles, this amounts to about 1 equivalent monolayer (ML) of copper being reversibly dissolved (one (111)-oriented ML of copper is 0.208 nm thick from the bulk fcc structure).
These CV measurements characterize the macroscopic behavior of the surface. Generally, they can be associated with the properties of the grains since the exposed surface fraction essentially corresponds to grains. However, the reacting quantities are extremely small since in average about 0.06 nm of copper, i.e. ~0.3 ML, reacts for each cycle. Based on this sub-monolayer amount of reacting material, let us assume that the intergranular response would dominate the surface reactivity in these initial stages of corrosion. The reactivity of specific surface regions consisting of the GB edges, i.e. the termination of the GB planes, and their immediate vicinity (hereafter referred as the GB regions) would not be negligible and may even dominate the electrochemical response. Taking into account the average grain size of 1.4 µm of the microcrystalline copper samples, as estimated from the EBSD data [37, 38] , and assuming an average width of 40 nm for the GB regions at the surface as observed by ECSTM [37, 39, 40] (i.e. at least one order of magnitude larger than the GB width in the bulk), one can estimate the surface fraction of the GB regions. Assuming for simplicity a square GB network, one finds the surface fraction of the GB regions to be 5.6%. Consequently, an average thickness of about 1.1 nm of copper would dissolve and redeposit in the GB regions at each cycle if one assumes that the grains remain inert and 100% of the GB network react. Further taking into account the 9 length fraction of the high angle random grain boundaries (about 34% for these samples), the thickness of copper reversibly dissolved in the GB regions at each cycle would be about 3.1 nm if only the random grain boundaries would react and the CSL boundaries would remain inert.
These calculations suggest that the applied CV treatments are appropriate to investigate the initial stages of intergranular corrosion, as confirmed by the data discussed below. They also emphasize the nanoscale character of the studied process since the estimated reacting quantities are of the order of nanometers in thickness and must be studied locally at the topmost surface,
i.e. before penetration of the corrosive attack in the GB network. In the ECSTM image of the topmost surface (Figure 2(a) ), the 3 grain boundaries can be located thanks to topography variations between the adjacent grains. Local sites at which the depth of the GB region and its variation after 2 and 4 CVs could be measured by line profile analysis are labelled from 1 to 9. The line profiles were obtained by averaging 30 adjacent line scans drawn across the grain boundary, covering a local distance of ~170 nm along the boundary. Typical profiles, measured at site 1 from the ECSTM images recorded after 0, 2 and 4 CVs, are superimposed in Figure 3(a) . A first examination shows that the grain boundary region is well-marked by a depression at the surface between the two adjacent grains and that the depth of this gap varies after 2 and 4 CVs, suggesting reactivity. It should be emphasized 11 that for several GBs observed in Figure 2 (a), the line profile measured between the adjacent grains did not reveal any marked gap. This is related to the fact that 3 boundaries are joining the sub-grains B with main grain A and sub-grain B1 with sub-grain C1 as revealed in Figure   2 (c) below and above the indented micro mark, respectively. This indicates that these 3 boundaries were inert, even during the electrochemical polishing pre-treatment where preferential pre-etching could be expected. This corrosion resistant behavior is as expected for 3 coherent twins (with a {111}-oriented GB plane) as previously observed by in situ ECSTM measurements of the initial stages of intergranular corrosion [37, 38] .
Corrosion behavior of 3 grain boundaries
For the 3 GB line profiles along sites 1-9 in Figure 2 This is further discussed below. After 2 CVs, no net dissolution could be observed and the decrease of the depth of the GB region in some of the sites suggests that redeposition would dominate the local reactivity. Fluctuations between dissolution and redeposition have been shown to dominate the very early stages of the dissolution process, as directly observed by ECSTM at atomic step edges on single-crystal surfaces polarized at the onset of dissolution [30] . In the present case, a possible explanation is that the dissolution/redeposition process induced by the CV treatment might not be reversible in the GB region and that, in some of the measured sites, redeposition would dominate the local behavior at the bottom of the GB region 12 where the GB plane terminates while dissolution would dominate in the immediate vicinity also part of the GB region.
The analyzed GB sites are classified as inert or reactive depending on their behavior after 4
CVs. For the GB sites 1-4 and 8, one observes no significant variation of the depth of the GB region, which indicates that no net dissolution occurred locally and these sites are therefore classified as inert. This corrosion resistant behavior is as expected for coherent twins [7, 15, 37, 38] . In contrast, for the GB sites 5-7 and 9, the bottom of the GB region became deeper after 4 CVs, indicating that copper was irreversibly dissolved and that these sites are reactive.
Being also of 3 type, this reactive behavior suggests that these sites might include incoherent twins (i.e. 3 boundaries with a GB plane markedly deviating from the exact {111} orientation) [7, 15] . This 3 twin-dependent corrosion resistant behavior is further discussed on the basis of complementary results presented hereafter.
At the reactive sites 5-7, the variation of the GB depth was measured to range between 1.2 to 2 nm. This is consistent with the equivalent thickness of copper (1.1 nm) that was estimated above to react at each CV assuming that 100% of the GB regions are reactive. Similarly to Figure 2 (a) ), the local sites between adjacent grains, where the depth of the GB region and its variation after 2 and 6 CVs, were measured by line profile analysis, are labelled from 1 to 12. The results are compiled in Figure 5 and Table 1 . First, the behavior of the grain boundaries of random type measured at Sites 4, 5 and 7 corresponding to the B/F, C/F and A/B interfaces, respectively, is examined. In all three cases, the depth of the GB region was determined to significantly increase after 6 CVs with depth increase values ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 nm depending on site, indicating irreversible dissolution. For two sites (Site 7 could not be measured conclusively), irreversible dissolution was even observed after 2 CVs indicating their reactivity in the very first stages of dissolution induced by the CV treatments. Clearly, these random type grain boundaries are reactive and can be classified as susceptible to the initiation of intergranular corrosion, in agreement with other studies on the propagation of intergranular corrosion [6, 8, 10, [13] [14] [15] 17 ]. 14 
Dissolution of random grain boundaries
Effect of deviation from CSL orientation
Similarly to the data in Figure 2 , the analysis of the behavior of the 3 grain boundaries in Figure 4 shows that they can be potentially classified as either susceptible or resistant to the initiation of intergranular corrosion. At Sites 1-3 and 11, along the A/D grain boundary, a significant increase of the depth of the GB region was measured after 6 CVs ( Figure 5 , Table   1 ), indicating the susceptibility of this 3 boundary to the initiation of intergranular corrosion.
In contrast, at Sites 6 and 10 along the D/E grain boundary, also of the 3 type, no significant increase of the depth of the GB region could be measured, indicating a corrosion resistant behavior. This is also the case at Site 12 along the D/G grain boundary of 3 type and at Site 9
where a 3 type grain boundary was visualized by ECSTM.
At Site 8 in Figure 4 , corresponding to a 9 grain boundary at the A/E interface as revealed by the local EBSD analysis (Table 1) , no significant variation in depth of the GB region was measured after 2 CVs but a significant depth increase was observed (1.2 nm) after 6 CVs ( Figure 5 ). This shows that this type of CSL boundary may reversibly react in the very first stages of dissolution but still can be classified as susceptible to the initiation of intergranular corrosion. To our knowledge, this type of behavior is observed for the first time at the nanoscale.
Owing to their geometry, coherent 3 grain boundaries are assigned the following characteristics: no intrinsic defect, no potential segregation and no intergranular corrosion [51] .
So all 3 grain boundaries showing reactivity to dissolution should be incoherent due to their deviation with respect to the ideal GB plane or no longer considered 3 grain boundaries due to their misorientation angle. 15 In order to better rationalize the data, the EBSD analysis was refined by extracting the GB misorientation angle and deviation angle with respect to the ideal GB plane at the local Sites 1-12 in Figure 4 where the ECSTM analysis was performed. The results are compiled in ) gives a tolerance of 6°. In our case, all the 3 grain boundaries listed in Table 1 respect both criteria criterion and can be considered as 3 according to their misorientation angle. Their different behavior is then discussed based on the deviation angle of the GB plane (i.e. incoherent vs. coherent twins).
At Sites 1-3, which were measured reactive by ECSTM, the 3 boundaries have their planes slightly deviating from the ideal {111} orientation. Indeed, the GB deviation angle is 1.7° at best instead of 0°. At Site 11 also measured reactive by ECSTM, the local EBSD analysis did not allow to retrieve reliable data. However, it is likely that the local misorientation is similar to that measured at Sites 1-3 since Site 11 is located along the same boundary. This clearly demonstrates that the grain boundary at the A/D interface can be considered as an incoherent twin containing a step structure accommodating the deviation of the boundary plane from the exact CSL plane and that this step structure makes it susceptible to the initiation of intergranular corrosion at the nanoscale.
At Sites 6 and 10 measured inert by ECSTM, the 3 boundaries have deviation angles of 1 and 0.8°, respectively, closer to those of the exact 3 CSL. This is confirmed at Sites 9 and 12 where the deviation angle is 0.9 and 0.6°, respectively. Hence, it can be concluded that the grain 16 boundaries at these sites resist nanoscale intergranular corrosion because they are close to perfect 3 coherent twins. Furthermore, these data show that a transition from an inert to reactive behavior in the initiation of intergranular corrosion can be expected with increasing deviation from the exact orientation of the CSL plane. For a 3 twin, this transition would occur for a deviation angle between 1° and 1.7° owing to the increased density of step regions introduced in the boundary plane with increasing deviation.
Models of coherent and incoherent 3 twins are presented in Figure 6 . With increasing angle of the GB plane with respect to the twinning plane, the linear density of steps in the GB plane increases according to:
Eq. (2) where d is the reticular distance of the (111) planes. For deviation angles of 1° and 1.7°, the linear density of steps is 11.9 and 7 nm -1 , respectively, showing the precision needed for the twins to remain immune to the initiation of intergranular corrosion.
For the 9 boundary measured at Site 8, the GB misorientation angle (38.7°) also satisfies the Brandon (38.94 ± 5° ) and Palumbo-Aust (38.94 ± 1.4° ) criteria. The deviation angle (0.6°) is close to that expected for an ideal 9 CSL (0°). Still, this boundary was measured reactive by ECSTM. This shows that the IG initiation corrosion behavior of these higher CSL boundaries does not tolerate as much deviation from the exact CSL plane as for 3 twins.
Conclusions
Combined ECSTM and EBSD analysis of the same local area was applied for the first time to study at the nanoscale the initiation of intergranular corrosion for various types of grain boundaries. The adopted methodology included in situ ECSTM local surface analysis before and after electrochemically-induced dissolution/redeposition in quantities not exceeding a few equivalent monolayers. This was followed by micro marking of the surface by indenting the surface with the STM tip and subsequent repositioning of the EBSD analysis in the micro marked local area. Data analysis included the determination of the depth of the intergranular region from line profiles of the topmost surface and correlation with the grain boundary character data obtained by EBSD analysis at the same sites.
The results obtained on microcrystalline copper in the active state of dissolution in 1 mM HCl(aq) aqueous solution show that the initiation of intergranular corrosion measured at the nanoscale is dependent on the grain boundary character. Among the boundaries that could be locally analyzed with the combined ECSTM/EBSD approach, random high angle boundaries were found susceptible to the nanoscale initiation of localized corrosion as well as 9
coincidence boundaries with a deviation of 0.6° from the exact orientation of the GB plane. For 3 coincidence boundaries, the behavior was found dependent on the deviation of the GB plane from the exact CSL orientation. Significant initiation of dissolution was observed for a deviation angle of 1.7° and above while corrosion resistance was observed for a deviation angle of 1° or less, indicating the existence of a transition from immunity to sensitivity for a deviation angle between 1° and 1.7° and a corresponding linear density of steps (i.e. misorientation dislocations) in the GB plane between 11.9 and 7 nm -1 , respectively. Tables   Table 1 Grain boundary crystallographic characteristics as measured by EBSD at the sites marked in Figure 4 and variation of the depth of the GB region and IGC behavior as measured 
